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ABSTRACT

Alternative polyadenylation (APA) is a widespread
regulatory mechanism of transcript diversification in
eukaryotes, which is increasingly recognized as an
important layer for eukaryotic gene expression. Re-
cent studies based on single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-
seq) have revealed cell-to-cell heterogeneity in APA
usage and APA dynamics across different cell types
in various tissues, biological processes and dis-
eases. However, currently available APA databases
were all collected from bulk 3′-seq and/or RNA-
seq data, and no existing database has provided
APA information at single-cell resolution. Here, we
present a user-friendly database called scAPAdb
(http://www.bmibig.cn/scAPAdb), which provides a
comprehensive and manually curated atlas of poly(A)
sites, APA events and poly(A) signals at the single-
cell level. Currently, scAPAdb collects APA informa-
tion from > 360 scRNA-seq experiments, covering
six species including human, mouse and several
other plant species. scAPAdb also provides batch
download of data, and users can query the database
through a variety of keywords such as gene identi-
fier, gene function and accession number. scAPAdb
would be a valuable and extendable resource for
the study of cell-to-cell heterogeneity in APA iso-
form usages and APA-mediated gene regulation at
the single-cell level under diverse cell types, tissues
and species.

INTRODUCTION

mRNA alternative polyadenylation (APA) is a critical
mechanism that generates distinct 3′ UTR (Untranslated
Region) isoforms for the same genes, which plays a sig-
nificant role in influencing mRNA stability, translation ef-
ficiency and cellular localization (1,2). Nearly 70% of eu-
karyotic genes possess multiple polyadenylation [poly(A)]
sites, offering the possibility of regulating gene expression

through APA. 3′ UTR shortening/lengthening mediated by
APA is involved in a range of biological processes and dis-
eases, such as cell proliferation, differentiation, cancer and
neurodegenerative disorders, through the binding of RNA-
binding proteins or the escape of elements like miRNA-
binding sites or AU/GU-rich elements in alternative 3′
UTRs (2,3). A number of studies based on direct 3′ end se-
quencing (3′-seq) or bulk RNA-seq have documented the
global landscape of APA in various species and revealed
that APA is dynamically modulated in a tissue and/or cell-
type specific manner (reviewed in (2,4,5)).

The rapid rise of single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-
seq) has provided a powerful means for characterizing tran-
scriptome of individual cells at unprecedented throughput
and resolution (6). The single-cell landscape of APA in var-
ious tissues, biological processes and diseases has been ex-
tensively explored, such as in acute myeloid leukaemia (7),
neuronal differentiation and autism (8), secretory cell dif-
ferentiation (9) and developing mouse embryo (10). Re-
cently, computational approaches including APA-seq (11),
scAPA (12), Sierra (13), scAPAtrap (14) and scDaPars (15)
have been proposed to identify poly(A) sites and/or APA
events at the single-cell level from standard scRNA-seq pro-
tocols, such as CEL-seq (16), Drop-seq (17) and 10× Ge-
nomics (18). A large number of APA sites in different cell
types were captured from scRNA-seq, a considerable part
of which were undetectable in previous bulk RNA-seq or
3′-seq data. The compendium of APA sites in single cells
would bring the promise of investigating both common and
rare cell types and contribute to the understanding of dy-
namic gene expression regulation at single-cell and isoform
resolution.

Currently, several poly(A) site databases are available,
all of which were collected from bulk 3′-seq and/or RNA-
seq data. Databases such as APADB (19), APASdb (20),
PolyA DB 3 (21), PlantAPAdb (22) and PolyAsite 2.0 (23)
were built upon 3′-seq data, data of which are generally of
high quality but only covered a small number of species,
tissues and/or disease samples. Additional databases, such
as TC3A (24), Animal-APAdb (25), TREND-DB (26) and
APAatlas (27), collected poly(A) sites and/or APA events
from bulk RNA-seq by using algorithms like QAPA (28)
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and DaPars (29). These databases have provided a valuable
repertory of APA events in plants, animals or tumors, how-
ever, no existing database provides comprehensive APA in-
formation at single-cell resolution.

The great advance in scRNA-seq has led to fast accumu-
lation of massive amounts of publicly available sequencing
data, which provides great potential to profile APA dynam-
ics at the single-cell level. However, these large amount of
deposited data in public archives not only require signifi-
cant pre-processing (i.e. quality control, data curation and
cell type annotation), but also need the use of a variety of
relatively complex tools to extract and visualize APA infor-
mation. There is a strong need for efforts involving easy ac-
cess to single-cell APA information from various scRNA-
seq experiments. Here we present a user-friendly database
called scAPAdb (http://www.bmibig.cn/scAPAdb), which
provides a comprehensive and manually curated atlas of
poly(A) sites, APA events and poly(A) signals at single-cell
resolution. Currently, scAPAdb records APA information
in >1 million cells from 363 experiments based on a large
volume of scRNA-seq data and covers six species including
Homo sapiens (human) and Mus musculus (mouse), Oryza
sativa L. (rice) Japonica and Indica, Arabidopsis thaliana,
Zea mays (corn) and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Chlamy).
scAPAdb details poly(A) sites and APA events with anno-
tation information including the respective genes, coordi-
nates and genomic regions, as well as APA information in
individual cells including number of supported reads, rel-
ative APA usage and weighted 3′ UTR length. Moreover,
the single-cell profile of gene expression, poly(A) signals
and related sequences for poly(A) sites across cell types in
different species are also available. scAPAdb also provides
batch download of data, and users can query the database
by gene identifier, gene symbol/alias, gene function, gene
ontology and accession number. In particular, scAPAdb is
equipped with a wealth of back-end programs and stan-
dard pipelines, which makes it highly scalable to integrate
emerging scRNA-seq data in the future. As a user-friendly
database, scAPAdb would be a valuable and extendable re-
source for the study of cell-to-cell heterogeneity in APA
isoform usages and APA-mediated gene regulation at the
single-cell level under diverse cell types, tissues and species.

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

We collected published 3′ tag-based scRNA-seq data mainly
by searching PubMed (https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/),
bioRxiv (https://www.biorxiv.org/), PanglaoDB (30) and
the 10x Genomics website (Figure 1). For datasets with-
out cell type annotations from the original study or the
PanglaoDB, we inferred cell types from the gene-cell ex-
pression matrix. We used Sierra (13) and scAPAtrap (14)
for identifying poly(A) sites from scRNA-seq data. Poly(A)
sites were then annotated using the movAPA package (31).
A poly(A) site expression matrix (hereinafter referred as PA-
matrix) was obtained for each experiment, with each row
being a poly(A) site and each column being a cell (Figure
1). Poly(A) sites expressed in less than three cells were dis-
carded and cells with less than 200 expressed poly(A) sites
were also removed. Based on the PA-matrix, we quantified
the APA usage for APA genes in individual cells with two
APA metrics, the percentage of the proximal poly(A) site us-

age index (PPUI) and the weighted 3′ UTR length (WUL)
(Figure 1). A smaller PPUI or a higher WUL score of an
APA gene indicates gain of the distal poly(A) site usage,
i.e. 3′ UTR lengthening of the gene. Motifs surrounding
poly(A) sites were identified by DREME (32) for individ-
ual cell types in each study of each species.

In scAPAdb, we catalogue APA datasets by experiments
and studies, respectively. An experiment is a dataset from
cells originating from the same common biological source
or sequencing experiment. A study is a dataset containing
multiple experiments. To compile an APA atlas for a study,
poly(A) sites from individual experiments were first anno-
tated with known poly(A) sites collected from bulk 3′-seq to
construct a reference poly(A) site dataset for each species.
Then poly(A) sites for individual studies of were obtained
based on the same reference. More details about data collec-
tion and processing are described in Supplementary Mate-
rial. Detailed commands for data processing were provided
in the ‘Help’ page of our scAPAdb website.

WEB INTERFACE

scAPAdb provides a user-friendly web interface with nine
modules, including ‘Search’, ‘Experiment’, ‘Study’, ‘PolyA
Site’, ‘APA Usage’, ‘3′ UTR Length’, ‘PolyA Signal’, ‘Statis-
tics’ and ‘Download’ (Figure 1). In the ‘Search’ module,
users can query a gene or an experiment/study with var-
ious kinds of keywords to view full APA information of a
gene, an experiment or a study. The ‘Experiment’ page cata-
logues the APA atlas by experiment, where each experiment
is displayed as a data card. The ‘Study’ page catalogues
the APA atlas by study. Users can filter an experiment or
a study of interest by different entries such as species, se-
quencing protocols, tissues and release year. The ‘PolyA
Site’, ‘APA Usage’ and ‘3′ UTR Length’ modules provide
APA information in individual cells of each experiment, in-
cluding poly(A) sites identified by scAPAtrap and Sierra,
PPUI scores and the weighted 3′ UTR length of APA genes.
The ‘PolyA signal’ module provides sequences and compre-
hensive poly(A) signal motifs for different cell types in dif-
ferent species. The ‘Download’ page provides batch down-
load of APA data for individual experiments and studies.
The ‘Statistics’ page provides the summary of the database,
as well as the descriptive information of each experiment
and study.

DATABASE CONTENT AND USAGE

Atlas of single-cell APA from six species

Currently, scAPAdb provides APA datasets from 363 exper-
iments of 86 studies in six species; most datasets were col-
lected from mouse, human and Arabidopsis (Table 1). The
‘Statistics’ page of scAPAdb summarizes curated poly(A)
site datasets and presents information about numbers of
studies, experiments, tissues, cell types and cells per species.
Full information of each experiment and study, including
species, accession number, sample size, tissue, numbers of
poly(A) sites and APA events, is also provided in the ‘Statis-
tics’ page and in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. Users
can download the APA data of each experiment or study in
batches from the ‘Download’ page.

http://www.bmibig.cn/scAPAdb
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
https://www.biorxiv.org/
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of scAPAdb showing the pipeline of data pre-processing and poly(A) site identification, the back-end data of APA information
stored in scAPAdb and functional modules in scAPAdb.

APA landscape organized by experiments or studies

We categorized the data in scAPAdb by experiments or by
studies. An APA atlas of a study is compiled from multi-
ple experiments of the same submission. In scAPAdb, the
‘Experiment’ page catalogues APA datasets by experiments,
which can be filtered by different categories such as species,
year of publish, sequencing protocol and tissue (Figure 2A).
Datasets of different experiments or studies are displayed
as individual dataset cards, and users can view detailed de-
scriptive and statistical information of the chosen dataset
or download APA data with full genome and cell type an-

notation. With scAPAtrap, 2617 to 31 335 3′ UTR poly(A)
sites (median: 12 934 per experiment) were identified across
experiments in these six species; with Sierra, 1398–23 284
3′ UTR poly(A) sites (median: 10,620 per experiment) were
identified (Supplementary Table S1). The ‘Study’ page cat-
alogues APA datasets by study, with 3491 to 47 068 3′ UTR
poly(A) sites across studies (median: 16 577 per study) (Sup-
plementary Table S2).

As an example, the mouse sperm scRNA-seq dataset was
obtained from a previous study (12), which contains two
experiments. Detailed APA information of this study, such
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Table 1. Data summary in scAPAdb

Organism Study# Experiment# Tissue#
Cell

type# Cell#

Homo sapiens 37 108 19 84 252 836
Mus musculus 36 192 49 129 511 366
Arabidopsis
thaliana

9 50 2 27 220 736

Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii

1 9 1 4 67 821

Oryza sativa
Indica

1 1 1 8 12 326

Oryza sativa
Japonica

1 1 1 8 10 965

Zea mays 1 2 1 2 13 507

as biological sample information, cell type annotation as
well as profiles of gene expression, poly(A) site expression
and APA usages in individual cells, is available by clicking
the ‘APA Details’ button on the respective data card of the
study (Figure 2B). This study contains 2042 cells in three
cell types. Up to 19 558 3′ UTR poly(A) sites were compiled
from the two experiments of this study. Global structure of
the three cell types based on the gene-cell expression profile
is shown by a UMAP plot (Figure 2C). The 2D embeddings
of the two experiments were also displayed (Figure 2D).

APA usages and 3′ UTR length changes in single cells

scAPAdb provides two APA metrics, percentage of the
proximal poly(A) site usage index (PPUI) and weighted 3′
UTR length (WUL), to quantify dynamic APA usages of
a gene or all genes in individual cells. A smaller PPUI or
higher WUL of a cell means potential global 3′ UTR length-
ening (i.e. higher usage of the distal poly(A) site) in that
cell. For instance, on the ‘Experiment’ page showing one
sample of the mouse sperm study (12), the overall distri-
bution of mean PPUI scores of all genes in individual cells
was visualized by UMAP (Figure 2E) and a bar plot (Fig-
ure 2F), which reflects the gradual shortening of 3′ UTR in
the transition from spermatocytes (SC) to elongating sper-
matids (ES).

Poly(A) signals of different cell types

We identified poly(A) signals for 3′ UTR poly(A) sites iden-
tified by scAPAtrap in individual cell types of each study.
The DMEME tool (32) was adopted to search motifs sig-
nificantly enriched within the near upstream (–50 to 0 nt),
far upstream (–50 to –100 nt) and downstream (0 to 50 nt)
regions of poly(A) sites. The identified motifs and single nu-
cleotide compositions surrounding poly(A) sites of individ-
ual cell types are intuitively visualized (Figure 2G). Accord-
ingly, detailed information of each motif is given, such as en-
riched matching words, the number of sequences matching
the motif and E-value. Users can also download sequences
surrounding poly(A) sites to a local computer for custom
analysis.

Search a gene in scAPAdb

scAPAdb provides a very convenient search interface for
querying gene(s) by commonly used keywords such as gene

identifier, gene symbol/alias, gene description, gene func-
tion, and gene ontology (GO) ID (Figure 2H). Users can
also search an experiment or a study by an accession num-
ber. A query with gene relevant keywords will lead to an in-
termediate page showing the experiments with at least one
poly(A) site identified in the queried gene(s) (Figure 2I).
Then users can choose to view the full APA information
of the queried gene in a selected experiment. A query with
accession number will directly lead to the page of the quired
experiment or study.

Take the Odf4 gene for example, which has been reported
to play an important role in sperm tails (33). After search-
ing for this gene in the database, an intermediate page opens,
providing a detailed gene list associated with the input key-
word (Figure 2I). By clicking the gene of interest (here is
ENSMUSG00000032921), a new page opens to show all
experiments containing this gene. By clicking the dataset
card of an experiment (here is GSM2803334), a new web-
page appears to show detailed information of the gene and
the usage of poly(A) sites of this gene across cell types. Two
poly(A) sites were detected in the 3′ UTR of this gene by
scAPAtrap, whereas only one poly(A) site was identified by
Sierra (Figure 2J). The read coverage of the distal 3′ UTR
poly(A) site in this gene is increased from ES to SC, sug-
gesting APA dynamics of 3′ UTR shortening during mouse
spermatogenesis from SC to ES (Figure 2K). APA dynamics
across cell types quantified by the PPUI score also reflect the
gradual 3′ UTR shortening in the transition from SC to ES
(Figure 2L). The scatter plot shows the correlation between
the profile of APA usage and gene expression (Figure 2M).

Batch download

For each study or experiment, different files are available
for download to meet the users’ needs. For each experi-
ment, we provided several files for download, including the
gene-cell expression matrix, metafiles recording the cell type
annotation and poly(A) site annotation, the curated matri-
ces of poly(A) sites, PPUI scores and WUL scores by using
scAPAtrap and Sierra. For each study, we also provided the
metafile and the APA matrices compiled from different ex-
periments. In addition to the APA content, the full list of
the reference genome assembly and genome annotation for
each species, and relevant bioinformatics workflows used
in scAPAdb are also described on the ‘Download’ page of
scAPAdb.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We present a user-friendly database, scAPAdb, which pro-
vides comprehensive single-cell APA atlas in animals and
plants. By collecting and processing massive 3′ tag-based
scRNA-seq data from >360 experiments by two algorithms,
scAPAdb compiles a compendium of poly(A) sites and APA
events in individual cells of different cell types from differ-
ent tissues and species. Rich information at single-cell res-
olution including the poly(A) site expression, APA usage,
genome annotation, poly(A) signals, poly(A) sequences and
profile of gene expression is present. scAPAdb also provides
an easy-to-use web service for users to query the APA infor-
mation of a single gene across the whole database. We will
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Figure 2. Exploration of the APA landscape with scAPAdb. The ‘Experiment’ page presents each experiment as a dataset card and users can filter ex-
periments by entries including species, year of publish, sequencing protocol and tissue (A). Upon the selection of a study (here is GSE104556, access via
http://www.bmibig.cn/scAPAdb/groups/Study/study info.php?study=GSE104556), detailed APA information on this study is provided, including summary
and statistics of this study (B), the global structure of cell type distribution shown by a UMAP plot (C) and 2D embeddings of all experiments in this study
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of the gene is provided, including summary of the gene and APA sites (J), the read coverage of poly(A) sites along this gene across cell types (K), APA
dynamics across cell types (L) and the scatter plot showing the correlation between profiles of APA usage measured by PPUI and gene expression (M). SC,
spermatocytes; ES, elongating spermatids; RS, round spermatids; PPUI, percentage of the proximal poly(A) site usage index.
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continue to update scAPAdb to add more species and more
diverse cell/tissue types. At present, scAPAdb only focuses
on 3′ tag-based scRNA-seq data; we expect to leverage the
merit of full-length scRNA-seq (e.g. Smart-seq2) to expand
our APA compendium when new efficient computational
methods are available. The comprehensive APA atlas in sin-
gle cells from various cell types, tissues and species provided
in scAPAdb would help us to investigate cell-to-cell hetero-
geneity in APA isoform usages and gene expression, explore
new marker genes, discover novel and/or rare cell types and
elucidate APA dynamics and APA-mediated gene regula-
tion at the single-cell level.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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